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Land take => urbanization
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 Official EU goal of achieving ‘zero net land-take by 2050’

 Normative conceptualization: a priori unsustainable and 
‘taken’ implies unjustified

 But is this true?

 Land just doesn’t ‘disappear’

 Intensive agriculture is also polluting

 People have to live somewhere

 What is being converted into what?



Evidence on urbanization 
in Europe
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Between 2000-2018, about 
1.17 million hectares of land 
was converted into urban use. 

This is approximately 250 
football fields per day (>0)
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Decelerating urbanization
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Varieties of urbanization
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 Big builders = big countries: ES 
(construction), D, F (housing)
 Declining rates: ES, F, NL (urban green), IE
 Increasing rates: PL, UK (industrial)



Rates
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Typology
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 Overall, land is being converted to 
urban (8x more than back) and 
overall population is growing, so 
benchmarking is a good tool.

 Light red: urban growth outstrips 
population growth

 Light blue: relatively compact 
development vis-à-vis European 
average
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The Hague
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Antwerp
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Antwerp
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Antwerp
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Warsaw
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Conclusions
Urbanization is more than zero, but…
 Pace is declining since 2000 on the whole (but increasing in UK, PL, etc.)

 Urbanization can be measured in different ways (absolute, relative to country size, 
growth rate, per capita, relative to European average). This affects which 
countries/regions are seen as urbanizing the most. Be wary of unidimensional 
approaches! (i.e. EU’s land-take and SDG 11.3 on sustainable urban development)

 Corine Land Cover data is not well equipped to handle scattered, low-density 
urbanization. Underreporting can occur when new development happens inside 
already designated “urban” areas (Antwerp) or if it is not registered at all (Warsaw). 
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Evidence on the impact 
of interventions
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SUPER GUIDE - A guide to sustainable 
urbanisation and land-use

A guide for

Active at the

 Local/regional level

 National level

 EU level

Addressing all dimensions of 
sustainable urbanisation

 11 in-depth case studies

 235 Interventions

 59 EU policy factsheets



A few examples
Densification

Malta: permission granted to add extra 
floors to buildings, overriding local plans

Luxembourg: National Infill Programme
identifies suitable infill lots for development

City of Reggio Emilia: removing urban 
development rights for long unbuilt lots

Containment

Andalusia: urbanization caps for medium 
and large municipalities

Lower Austria: Infrastructural Cost 
Calculator helps municipalities assess costs 
and revenues of new urbanization.
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No success formula
Statistical analysis of the intervention 
database revealed no significant 
correlations with respect to success 
or sustainability: 

Legal rules, soft policy, subsidies, etc. 
can all succeed or fail depending on 
the circumstances. 

Some commonalities in explanations!
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Lesson 3: European policies can 
support or undermine sustainability
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European practices 
in governance: 
gaining commitment 
for the strategy.

ES: broadening the 
base of stakeholders 
improved support

AT: participatory 
processes and good 
communication key
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European practices 
in regulation: setting 
clear standards.

DE: clear target, but 
the implementation 
process is indirect 
(weak commitment). 
Still good progress. 

CH: clear rules and 
enforcement; strong 
political backing 
(referendum)
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Conclusion: interventions matter
Development practices can be influenced
 According to intervention analysis and interviewed stakeholders in case studies

 Scope for learning: Europe a gigantic laboratory of best/worst practices

 No magic bullet: no significant correlation ‘success’ with intervention attributes

 General principles: collaboration, coordination, long-term perspective

Crafting interventions
 Use European examples (e.g. SUPER Guide) as an inspiration, not a template

 Embed interventions in local context and garner commitment 

 Strategies/visions help link long-term objectives to short-term measures
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// Thank you
David Evers, PBL (Netherlands)
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